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DESTINATION
What is the END RESULT you want to achieve from this workshop?

How will that FEEL?



ROAD-BLOCKS
Make a list of the things you feel are preventing you from achieving

that result so far.



DRIVING SKILLS
What's your favorite color?

List one or two "Subjects" and a few reasons you love them.



DETECTIVE WORK
First Road-Block:

How do I know? / What's the worst thing about it?1.

2. How does that feel?



DETECTIVE WORK

3. Where in my childhood did I feel that same feeling?

cont.

NOTE: It may be a different TOPIC, but will be the same feeling.

Name of Memory Approx. Age



DETECTIVE WORK
Second Road-Block:

How do I know? / What's the worst thing about it?1.

2. How does that feel?



DETECTIVE WORK

3. Where in my childhood did I feel that same feeling?

cont.

NOTE: It may be a different TOPIC, but will be the same feeling.

Name of Memory Approx. Age



CHANGING THE GPS
Make a note of the IDEAL childhood - that supports the results you

want to achieve now.



NEW GPS COORDINATES
Make a note of your NEW childhood memories.



STAYING ON THE ROAD
Make a list of tools you can use to feel good when you hit a "storm".



THINGS TO REMEMBER

All emotions are chemicals - change
the chemical state, and you change
the emotions

The only reason it's easier to feel bad
is because stress chemicals are
stronger - for survival

Wherever you're putting your focus is
determining what chemicals you're
pumping into your system in that
moment

The subconscious can't tell the
difference between reality and
imagination, it will believe whatever
you give it



THINGS TO REMEMBER

The childhood experiences that are
causing current issues may not be
about the same topic, but will have the
same feeling

Make sure that your NEW childhood
memories "prove" the results you want
to achieve now

PRACTICE the NEW childhood - to
establish those new neural networks,
and the new subconscious references!



THINGS TO REMEMBER
Add your own notes - things to remember:
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